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About This Game

In this game we are shooting enemies from attack helicopter using Night Vision Device. Lot of insidious opponents, various
weapons and realistic FLIR simulation.

Before we start our mission we prepare flight plan, composing our route from predefined waypoints, where hostile forces are
located.

Our chopper will follow the route automatically, circling around each waypoint untill we finish with it and switch to the next
one.

The task is to find enemies in the sight and destroy them all using air-to-ground missiles, 30-mm machinegun or IR-guided
missiles.

Enemies have camps and armories, tankers, trucks, off-road vehicles with heavy machineguns and infantry.

As we progress through the game, our rank is increasing, and more weapons become available. We also gain access to new,
more challenging areas…
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Title: Chopper: Lethal darkness
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
gtscom
Publisher:
gtscom
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsXP SP3

Processor: Core2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English,Russian
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best game of my life made me♥♥♥♥. This game is the most fitting example I have found for the idea of "Addition by
Subtraction". Everything centers around the main theme of balancing bars. There is no need for flashy animations or quick-
reflex action; the game stands on its own. The atmosphere is nice, and it reminds me of one of my favorite puzzle games,
Polarium. I was actually very surprised by some of the solutions I discovered, and even when my ideas failed, I learned the
purpose of some of the pieces I original did not think were important. I recommend this game to everyone with patience and a
keen eye for what is good. Well done.. Game is good.
Devs are super nice (especially that one)
Lots of strategies with the large selection of attacks available at the moment.
Lots of fun with friends.

I recommend this game because there's so much potential, it's not even fully done and I'm having a lot of fun.. Its a small game.
Seems like the kind of things that should be free or available in a flash version. Kinda dissapointed I paid for it once I found out
how quickly it got old.. Interesting gameplay concept. It's a mix between Faster Than Light (FTL) and I guess Homeworld or
Eve. I like the concept of a fixed lane you have to jump through to get to the end like FTL has. Then theres the harvesting and
building fighters part (really well done) and the ship to ship combat. I love that players can build their fleet, have ship to ship
combat, and still have the option to pick your path to the end. This game is like a 3D version of FTL.. I thought this game was
going to be Samurai Jack but with dynamite. I was sadly mistaken. This game is pretty cool but it is a clear ripoff of GTA2 and
zelda. The guards always catch me when I try to blow them up.
2 Stars out of 3.14. Picks up at the end of Arcania, so if you have your save file you can carry it all across. It is a very painless
transition and unlike games, such as Mass Effect, every item in your inventory are carried over.

However, this is more likely because of the Expansion-like feel of this game. Overall it is an anti climax to the prior game.
There are fewer encounters, those that exist get pretty tired. The Boss battle at the end is almost identical to the boss in ArcaniA.

If you have to get the game to complete the saga, I guess do it. However, there are only a few new enemies, no new powers and
you will feel that the expansion really only rounds out the story.

If you were picking this up as a standalone, I don't think you will get the relationships between the characters and thus the story
will just feel like a shallow chase to kill a demon that is cursing a kingdom. The greater conflict is lost and the chance to make
something epic of that showdown is lost even without the prior story knowledge.. have you ever wanted to play a dare devil
game? then this might be the game for you.
you can´t see *poop and instead you have to navigate through your ears.

pro tip don´t die. nice music , nice gamplay , graphic great -> good price. Game has great potential. Great graphics and great
suspense. With a few tweaks and updates this game will be a lot of fun, especially with friends! Worth the investment.
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First of all this game falls into the category of oldies, for me. I found a strategy guide dated 2012 when I was looking for the
original publishing date which I did not find. Since I am fool for old school I like it, of course. Old school games are hidden
object driven and with no time limits, no misclick penalties and no penalties for hints. (Hints are expected and a lot of hint use
is normal.) There is no map or achievements (in-game and definitely not Steam). All these things simply do not exist in this
game. The storyline is simple, very simple. (Some fairy tales are more complex.) This game is also more or less open world, and
the gamer has the freedom to chose what to do and do it in whatever order they want. The game is not linear, it progresses.

Story: A paranormal investigator has been called to the town of Deadwood to free them (the town) from the vengeful and
murderous ghost of the infamous gun man Blackjack. In life Blackjack killed 21 men, in death he killed many more. How does
one save an entire town and all its residents from a vengeful ghost? Break the curse, of course. Oh and a long the way meet all
the resident ghosts which are conjured up by the investigator's psychic gift of seeing and talking to the dead.

Gameplay: As I said before this is old school with just a bit of that point and click element of picking up inventory items as the
gamer goes by. This game is Hidden Object scene driven. The Hidden Object finds are drawn in, not overlayed, making some
of the find clues uniquely intesting when one sees the "whole" thing. Many of the find clues are very fragmented and nearly
unrecognizable after they have been found and the gamer can see them. Just thought I would mention that.

Some reviewers have complained about clicking on some of the objects which do not seem to be obtainable until clicking all
over the find object. I am not going to say this does not happen, however, I would also like to point out a quite clever thing the
developers did with the Hidden Object scenes. The Hidden Object scenes break down into three types: straight find clue lists
(no fragmented or extra hidden places to look in), find X amount of objects and silhouettes. The X amount of objects are
straight forward and very easy. A fast clicker can probably complete these in about ten seconds. The straight find list have some
well hidden finds, in some cases, but are easy enough. Neither of these types have the above mentioned "issue\/problem" of
having to hit just the right spot either. However, the silhouettes in some cases do. I believe that is because the developers did
something quite clever with the silhouette scenes. A general silhouette find for most players goes like this, see the silhouette
then click on that object in the hidden object scene. And I believe most people played exactly that way. Yet what these
developers did was make the silhouettes MOVEABLE so they CAN BE PICKED AND PLACED OVER THE FIND OBJECT
IN THE PUZZLE SCENE. The silhouettes actually lie on top of other another and can be moved around in the clue box, as
well. So the silhouette hidden object puzzles can actually be played either way, locate the find object in the puzzle scene and
click on it, or move the silhouette on top of the find object. Some of the very obscured find objects are very hard to click on
and to find the right spot, but if the silhouette is laid on top of it, walla, find clue completed. I found this quite fun once I
realized that this happened. Very clever.

Puzzles: This game has real puzzles, and I do mean that literally. Put the pieces in place, whether the pieces are rectangles or
circles, to form a picture. One clever type of puzzle is matching the puzzle piece to the picture that has been divided up in mini-
hexagons like a beehive. There are not many puzzles in comparison to the hidden object scenes, and they are usually found on
doors or pictures or some "locked" place.

This is a relatively short game, just a few hours, but enjoyable nonetheless.

Just a few words on music, art work, and voice acting which I seldom ever comment on. The music is repetitive but fitting,
though maybe it is just me but some pieces seemed louder then others, since I found myself adjusting the volume from scene to
scene. Art work is very stylized and quite typical of the art style when this game was first published. Voice acting .... hmmm...
The undertaker's voice was as annoying as his character, so the voice acting was "spot" on, even if I did not like it. The voices in
general fit the characters, though I think they tended more toward Southern accents instead of Western ones.

Overall an interesting game to play with quite different game elements and puzzles then those found today.

Oh one last thing I am unsure why this is a collector's edition. There are no extras, no wallpapers, no extra chapter and no
strategy guide that one usually associates with collector's editions.. One of the most well respected and most community
supported race sims ever created.
The default content that comes with the game is fairly poor, but if you don't mind getting your hands a little dirty with mods
(which generally consists of dragging and dropping folders to add more content.) there is a world of racing available that will
appeal to anyone. Chances are if you can think of it, someone will have created it.
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A must have.. I'd put some time into this one before but I decided to fire it up again to see what it was like. I remembered liking
it well enough, and I thought I'd see if it was still worth my time. It's a side scrolling arena shooter that kind of reminds me of
some old\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665arcade game that I don't remember the name of that I only played because it was on
some compilation disc (it was called Xenophobe and had the same multi-level structure but honestly wasn't that similar - i
looked it up).

It's fine. Nothing special, and if I didn't have about a trillion other smaller distractions, I'd be plenty happy playing it a lot more.
I'll probably keep it installed for a while and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665around with it, but I'm probably ok with
the 2 hours total I've logged on it already if I don't ever come back to it.

One final note, Dave Mustaine is nowhere to be found in this game.. It's quite good. Some of the opinion bars could be clearer.
Doesn't deserve the negative reviews it's received thus far.. Although The 7th Guest and The 11th Hours are both titles that were
defining in gaming history, I don't think they aged very well.

Don't get me wrong, I love both of them, specially since The 7th Guest was my first PC game ever, but I can't honestly
recommend this game nowadays for any reason other than the nostalgia factor: the graphics look choppy and weird, the acting is
horribly over the top and cheesy and although the puzzles are still really challenging and fun, their interface and playability will
have you aching to play some Professor Layton or other modern puzzle game. The ports are okay, I guess, considering how old
these things are, but there are still big flaws: sound problems, resolution problems and video sequences playback problems are
all common to those playing Steam versions of these games.

In short, those were amazing, groundbreaking games back in the day: they had an enticing story, full video and voice acting,
great puzzles and an atmosphere that felt really creepy back then, but nowadays, they just fall short.
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